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There’s always a Logic Solution!
introduction

Logic Technology
our mission: “to enable devlopers to
create great products” 

• Embedded specialist supplying the innovative European high-tech
industry for more than 20 years. 

• Our focus is on consulting and supplying, efficient and top quality
embedded software, development- and test -tools, accompanied
by customer centric service.
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People just don’t understand that when you
‘delete’ something it is not necessarily ‘erased’

Paul Henry - security & computer forensic expert
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Survey
state of data security for embedded developers

• More complex – More data – More security
• Need for protection of critical/secure data will continue to grow
• Loss or corruption of data due to e.g. power loss
• Exposure of personal data while at rest or in flight
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Security Requirements
today’s privacy and confidential requirements demand security  

• Major Multi-Function Printer vendors defined a Protection Profile
• Concern for data exposed, remote or physical
• MFP vendors support a subset of IEEE2600-2008 which defines

security requirements for HCD/MFP
o 1.4 Offline salvage of deleted or stored user document data
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introduction

Topics
covered during this presentation:

• Erasing data on HDD
• Fundamentels of flash data storage
• Reliably erasing data on flash
• Secure operations available for eMMC
• Influence of the file system 
• Performance impact of secure operations
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how an erase happens

Sanitization
erasing data so that it is difficult or 
impossible to recover

• Knowledge from years of research on 
hard drive

• Different sanitizing techniques for HHDs
• Flash is a different story

17

Writing Data
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Flash memory
the next generation storage

• Non-volatile memory
• Flash media controller
• Flash Translation Layer (FTL)
• Most common
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Erasing
NAND flash memory

• Erase in large blocks
• Queued
• Discarded blocks
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Writing
NAND flash memory

• Page write
• Only be written once
• Wear-leveling
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how an erase happens

Problem
older version of user data
Retained

• Logical view vs. Physical view
• Data intended to be secure

02-11-16 11
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Lots of stale data can be left over on 
the drive…
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Reliably Erasing Data from 
Flash-Based Solid State Drives

Michael Wei*
Laura Grupp*, Fredrick E. Spada†, Steven Swanson*

Non-Volatile Systems Laboratory
Department of Computer Science and Engineering
University of California, San Diego

Center for Magnetic Recording Research
University of California, San Diego

†

*

reliably erasing data

Retain data
on NAND flash

• Studies how NAND flash retains data
• Conclusions refer to SSD, but also apply to eMMC
• Test techniques and commands to securely remove data

Reliably Erasing Data from 
Flash-Based Solid State Drives
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reliably erasing data

First conclusion
standard ATA secure erase methods are useless

• Overwrite with random data
• Useless for flash memory
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reliably erasing data

Second conclusion
Flash Translation Layer required to be
involved

• Earlier copies stored
• Modifying FTL raw-flash
• Intelligent interfacing for

managed-flash

19

Lots of stale data can be left over on 
the drive…
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eMMC
embedded multi media card

• JEDEC specification
• Managed NAND flash
• Growing in popularity
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secure options on eMMC

First option
for secure removal

• Secure Erase and Secure Trim
• Differ from basic commands
• Erase operation when command is issued
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secure options on eMMC

Second option
for secure removal

• Sanitize
• Erase / Trim commands
• Physically data removed that is no longer required
• Process can be slow
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secure options on eMMC

Secure Removal Type
most recent revision of eMMC specification

• eMMC firmware allowed to decide
o erase of physical memory
o overwriting addressed location with a character, followed by an erase
o overwriting addressed location with a character, its complement, and

another random character
o using a vendor-defined procedure
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file system involvement

Application
knows which data is “secure”

• Rely on the file system
• Secondary copies of the data
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Chaudhuri-Hochquenghem, and BCH (MLC). ECC are 
important in handling program and read disturb 
situations, however, if too many bits have errors the 
ECC algorithm may not be able to prevent failure. 
Newer, higher density flash memory exhibits even more 
volatility, requiring higher bit ECC. 

Attempting to perform multi-bit error detection and 
correction in host software can be problematic and is 
best performed by dedicated hardware. [2, 13] 

Resident or Removable? 
Flash memory is either resident (embedded on the board) 
or removable (packaged in some sort of commercial 
packaging such as Secure Digital).  
 
Resident flash is packaged on a board, much like the 
CPU and DRAM, often with a custom interface (both 
hardware and software). An example of this is resident 
eMMC, which is often used as the primary disk system 
on a smart phone. Since the media does not need to be 
removed, the designer has some leeway to employ 
unique hardware interfaces and software-driven layouts, 
even though adhering to industry standards is probably 
in their best interest in the long run. 

Removable flash is often used where there is a need 
to exchange information with other systems using a 
standardized package, and therefore it must adhere to 
industry-accepted electrical, interface, and software file 
system standards. An example is the use of a removable 
CF (Compact Flash) card to store photos on a FAT file 
system, which will later be transferred to a printer. 

 

 

6 The “Underworld” Where 
Flash Plays 

Flash may seem like a very basic storage technology, 
but what goes on under the hood is a marvel of 
technology; a concert of hardware and software work 
together to hide the complexities and subtle differences 
between different flash devices. 

Here’s a look at the hierarchy of flash management 
from the bottom up: 

 

Figure 9 The flash management software “stack” 

The layered, hierarchical design from the applications 
all the way down to the hardware is called the flash 
management stack. There are other stacks within the 
system that manage various functions – network stacks, 
USB stacks, etc. 

The Role of Hardware 
The host CPU provides the brains behind the 

interaction of all the components on the embedded 
board, such as SRAM, DRAM, flash memory, I/O ports, 
and other devices connected to the embedded board, like 
the screen or keyboard. It wasn’t long ago that 
embedded CPUs processed only 8-bit or 16-bit 
instructions. With the rise of ARM architecture (among 
others), 32-bit instructions are the norm, just like on a 
PC. 64-bit CPUs are coming soon. 

This growing system complexity extends to more 
designs incorporating multiple cores and even multiple 
CPUs, each designated for a specific function. A perfect 
example is a cell phone using a dedicated applications 
processor to run the RTOS (Real-Time Operating 
System), drivers, and applications, while a wireless 
connectivity processor is focused linking to various 
networks. 

Flash memory is used as the subsystem for persistent 
storage. Flash has far more memory than host RAM, and 
like its distant rotating media cousin, it must be 
organized to read/write in blocks and transfer data 
serially, 1-bit or multiple bits at a time. How the data is 

Flash “driver”

File system(s)

Virtual File System

Applications

Flash memory

Flash controller

RTOS

software

hardware
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file system involvement

Critical data
can be marked secure 
by the file system

• Notify FTL to direct use of secure 
operations

• Datalight’s Reliance Nitro
• Vendor MFP testing Reliance Nitro

for IEEE2600
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impact of secure operations

Measuring
time required to perform
Various secure operations

• Utilizing eMMC media on an i.MX6
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on flash media requires that the flash translation layer be 
intimately involved in that secure operation, because only the 
FTL knows where earlier copies of the user data are stored. 
For raw flash media, this would involve modifications to the 
flash translation software package, such as Linux’s MTD or 
Datalight’s FlashFX Tera. For managed flash media (such 
as eMMC or SD), this involves intelligent interfacing with 
the firmware, which often provides some level of secure 
management for the data.

Two Secure Options on eMMC

The term eMMC stands for embedded Multi Media Card, 
and this sort of media is covered by a JEDEC specification. 
This media is a managed NAND flash package, containing 
NAND flash media, a controller and firmware in one unit, 
with a standard pinout and command interface. Designed 
for embedded devices, this type of on-board NAND flash is 
growing in popularity.

On eMMC media, there are two options for secure removal 
of data. The first option encompasses the Secure Erase and 
Secure Trim commands. These commands differ from the 
basic Erase and Trim commands in that they require the device 
to execute the erase operation on the memory array when 
the command is issued. They also require the device and host 
to wait until the operation is complete before moving to the 
next device operation. As described above, the standard Erase 
and Trim commands queue the blocks up for later erasure, 
which is less secure but results in smaller latency for the 
application.

The second option is the Sanitize command. This operation is 
used in conjunction with ordinary Erase or Trim commands to 
physically remove data from unmapped user address space. 
Essentially this command must iterate through discarded 
blocks and physically erase them. If only a few blocks have 
been erased, this can be a fairly fast process. On the other 
hand, if several blocks or large delete operations are pending, 
this process can be very slow. A combination of discarding all 
the blocks and performing a Sanitize is in essence a secure 
drive wipe, which can be even slower.

The most recent revisions of the JEDEC eMMC specification 
also define a Secure Removal Type. This allows the eMMC 
firmware to decide how the secure data is to be removed from 
the physical flash. The four options are:

�  Information removed by an erase of physical memory

� Information removed by overwriting the addressed 
location with a character, followed by an erase

� Information removed by overwriting the addressed 
location with a character, its complement, and another 
random character

� Information removed using a vendor-defined procedure

These operations are an attempt to improve the security 
of data removal, even though the NAND flash media is 
not usually directly accessible to the user. The third option 
matches many of the government, industry and military 
specifications for data erasure.

File System Involvement

Ultimately, only the application knows which data is “secure” 
and what isn’t. The application doesn’t usually have a direct 
interface to the FTL, and must rely on the file system to 
communicate any intentions.

Other file system considerations include secondary copies of 
the data required for reliability. A file system that journals 
both data and metadata will inherently have a second copy of 
secure data in the journal.

With the right file system, the user’s critical data can be 
marked “secure”, and the file system can then notify the flash 
translation layer to use the proper secure operations while 
erasing any copies of that data. This means immediate secure 
erasure of second copies of data blocks, and similar secure 
erasure of the blocks when the file itself is removed.

Datalight’s Reliance Nitro has all of these secure options 
built in, and will flag the media driver to use those secure 
commands when necessary, and only when necessary, 
because secure operations can be slow.

Test Environment
Platform MCIMX66Q-SDB (Freescale SABRE 

Board for Smart Devices)
Processor i.MX6
Operating System Windows Embedded Compact 2013
Software Flash Command Tool from Datalight   

Common Libraries v3.8
Flash Media Sandisk 8GB eMMC, Part #SDIN5C2-8G
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impact of secure operations

Charts
• individual secure operations take 

longer than standard operations

• sanitize command took longer when
performing more operations
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The impact of secure operations
Utilizing eMMC media on an i.MX6, Datalight measured the 
time required to perform various secure operations. This first 
chart demonstrates that individual secure operations take 
longer than standard operations (referred to here as a discard).

Operation Time
Discard o.3 ms
Secure Trim 2.7 ms

The sanitize command took longer when performing more 
operations, as this basic table shows. While each sanitize 
operation takes longer to perform, the number of sectors 
sanitized per millisecond improves as the number grows, 
probably due to improved internal operations.

Sectors Trimmed Time
10 4 ms
13107 739 ms
477395 1124 ms

The key here is understanding the use case for the device. 
If your software controls all the media operations, then 
a sanitize command could be called after trimming or 
discarding any secure data. On the other hand, if other threads 
can write to the media, the added overhead for sanitizing 
sectors that never contained secure data can be prohibitive, 
and the superior solution would be to use individual secure 
operations.

Conclusion
Secure operations are designed to remove the data from the 
physical device immediately, and this security is a necessary 
component of an increasing number of embedded designs. 
With full control over the use case, both sanitize and secure 
operations provide this security on eMMC with minimal 
impact to performance. For a more general use case, utilizing 
a file system which controls the Secure Erase and Trim 
commands of eMMC is required for the best performance of 
a secure delete operation. Datalight’s Reliance Nitro provides 
that control to the designer through the ability to flag files as 
secure.   
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impact of secure operations

Understand
the use case for the device

• Control all media operations
• Other threads writing
• Superior solution to use individual secure operations
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conclusion

Secure operations
are designed to remove data from
the physical device immediately

• Security is a necessary component
• Full controlled use case -> sanitize and secure operations provide

security on eMMC
• General use case -> utilize a file system controlling Secure Erase

and Trim for best performance
• Datalight’s Reliance Nitro provides control
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Datalight
keeping data reliable in over 300 million units 
across the embedded industry

• Offer flash memory drivers and file systems 
to improve the user’s experience by boosting
throughput, cutting file seek time, shortening
boot time, and eliminating data corruption.

• Best-in-class, award winning customer 
support

• European partner Logic Technology

added value
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For more information and questions, visit
www.logic.nl, contact me via t.dohmen@logic.nl, or 

just visit our booth!
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